Hungry or Full?

Most infants and young toddlers can figure out when they are full and stop eating if permitted. It’s amazing to watch young children over the course of the week; they eat as much as they need to grow! However, as the toddler becomes a preschooler, we place more food on the plate and he can lose that sense of when to stop, and continues eating even when he is not as hungry.

You can help children eat just the right amount by following these easy strategies:

For infants

- Look for hunger cues. Infants have different ways of showing they are hungry but common hunger cues include rooting or trying to put a fist in their mouth.
- When the infant cries, look to see what else could be bothering her before immediately feeding. An infant who cries may not be hungry. A need for sleep, affection or a diaper change may also be the cause.
- When the infant becomes distracted, and sucking stops or becomes less frequent, then take the bottle out and see if he still roots for it. The infant could just be using the bottle as a pacifier after he has fulfilled his hunger needs.
- Look for milk running out of the infant’s mouth. An infant may let the bottle stay in her mouth even after she is full.
- It is not necessary to finish off a bottle, container of food or food on the plate. Even when there is an ounce left, if an infant is full, let him stop eating. If you are worried about wasting breast milk or iron-fortified infant formula, give smaller amounts and add more if the infant is still hungry.

For toddlers and older children

- Little tummies need small portions. Just like adults, when there is a large amount of food on the plate, children will eat it. Therefore, start small and ask them if they are hungry before serving or allowing second servings. This will also reduce food waste and save money!
- Serve family style — children will learn to put the right amount on their plates from the start.
- Create a positive eating environment by listening when a child says she is full. Discourage the “clean your plate” habit. A toddler may not say she is full, but she may start playing, become distracted, shake her head “no,” close her mouth and refuse to finish the food on her plate.
- Sit with the children and let them see you eat when you are hungry and stop eating when you are full, even if there is food on your plate. Explain what you are doing.
- Complaints of being hungry, especially when a child has just eaten, may be due to other triggers such as boredom, TV advertising or seeing another person eating.

Create a positive eating environment by listening when a child says he is full...